
Flowscape expands in New Zeeland
A large global consulting company is growing their Flowscape installation to their office in New Zealand. The total order value
is 310 kSEK the first year and thereafter 110 kSEK annually

“We have very good collaboration with this customer, and we received fantastic feedback before Christmas that the Flowscape solution is
critical for them during the pandemic. This order is a confirmation that we make a difference in supporting the customers strategy for a
safe return to their offices. With this installation we reach more than 30 countries for the same customer, a proof that we can deliver
globally” says Peter Reigo, CEO and founder.

The customer already has two large installations in Australia and are now expanding in the region to New Zealand. Flowscape delivers a
room booking solution with room panels, room sensors, mobile app, web app, Outlook plugin and kiosk screen. The installation also
includes Flowscape's Covid-19 adapted desk booking solution with the possibility to block workplaces to limit the maximum number of
people in the office any given day. After the pandemic, the solution will support employees in their planning on when to work at the office
and when to work outside of the office. The customer also ordered Flowscape's smart solution for finding colleagues in the office and the
statistic functionality.

For additional information, please contact: 

Peter Reigo
CEO, Flowscape
Cellphone: +46 (0) 70 942 4687
E-mail: peter.reigo@flowscapesolutions.com

About Flowscape Technology AB

Flowscape is a Prop-Tech company with a world-leading solution for social distancing in the office, optimization of office space and a more
efficient workday. The solution uses the latest IoT sensors and indoor positioning technology to create a state of the art SaaS solution for
smart offices. The main function, Flowmap, gives companies an overview of the office and enables them to quickly find rooms, desks,
office equipment and colleagues as well as analysis of the use of the spaces. Flowscape also has a communication tool for efficient geo
fence specific communication to people in a building or people within an area in the event of a crisis. Flowscape has offices in Stockholm
(headquarters), Sofia, San Francisco and London.

For more information, please visit  www.flowscapesolutions.com


